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PWC SERIES

The PWC/6T is a 6 watt dual coned loudspeaker 
complete with 100 volt line transformer, ideally suited 
for high quality speech and background music. The bass 
response has been extended to give warmth and depth 
to both music and speech whilst still maintaining a high 
sensitivity.
Designed to make installation quick and easy using 
concealed fixings, this cabinet is ideally suited for 

applications that require a straight forward, quick to 
install system such as schools, shops, restaurants, 
hotels, offices and public houses.
In compliance with BS5839 part 8, the “C” version 
(PWC/6TC) incorporates a ceramic terminal and thermal 
fuse and is, therefore, suitable for use in voice alarm 
applications.

The PBC range of cabinet loudspeakers is a real 
innovation in design and performance. These exceptional 
loudspeakers are both stylish and elegant and offer a 
cost effective alternative to the conventional wooden 
cabinet loudspeaker.
The PBC 6/T is a 6 watt dual coned loudspeaker 
complete with line transformer, ideally suited for high 
quality speech and background music. The PBC 10/
TCOAX is a 10 watt high performance loudspeaker 
that incorporates a two way coaxial drive unit and line 
transformer. The bass response has been extended to 
give depth and warmth to both music and speech whilst 
the drive unit has been carefully tailored to give an 
exceptionally smooth performance but still maintaining 
a high sensitivity.

Installation is quick and easy using concealed fixings, 
making these cabinets ideally suited for applications that 
require style as well as high performance such as shops, 
restaurants, hotels, public houses, offices etc.
This white moulded cabinet loudspeaker with an 
epoxy coated steel grille offers an alternative to the 
conventional wooden types available. The ABS plastic 
has added polymer to avoid discoloration in bright sun 
light (UV proofed).

In compliance with BS5839 part 8, the “C” versions 
incorporate a ceramic terminal and thermal fuse and are, 
therefore, suitable for use in voice alarm applications.

Open-back wallmount Loudspeakers

PBC SERIES

MODEL Cone size
Frequency 
response

SPL dB
@1w/1m

SPL dB@full 
power

Dispersion 
1k/2kHz, 
degrees

Color Power rating

PBC6T/EN 4” 160-18 kHz 96 104 180/120° RAL 9016 6/3/1,5/0,75/0,25

PBC6T 4” 160-18 kHz 96 104 180/120° RAL 9016 6/3/1,5/0,75/0,25

PBC10TCX/EN 4”+ tweeter 80-20 kHz 89 99 180/120° RAL 9016 10/5/2,5/1,25

PBC10/COAX 4”+ tweeter 80-20 kHz 89 99 180/120° RAL 9016 10/5/2,5/1,25

MODEL Cone size
Frequency 
response

SPL dB
@1w/1m

SPL dB@full 
power

Dispersion 
1k/2kHz, 
degrees

Color Power rating

PWC6T/EN 4” 220 -18 kHz 93 100 180/110° RAL 9016 6/3/1,5/0,75,0,25

PWC6T 4” 220 -18 kHz 93 100 180/110° RAL 9016 6/3/1,5/0,75,0,25
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